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The Untamed Vampire Feb 11 2021 WILD AT HEART Chelle is not your typical vampire. Turned not with a bite but an age-old
magic, she’s the only one of her kind—and more powerful than most. Still adjusting to her endless thirst and lethal fangs, she’s
desperate to discover what sets her apart. When she encounters a brutally virile alpha werewolf, she soon learns that she’s not immune
to the mating call—and her own primal longing... The leader of the ancient Forkbeard pack, Gunnar is stunned by Chelle’s lush
beauty. The wild wolf inside him howls for her, but unions between vampire and werewolf are strictly taboo—even if their clans

weren’t on the verge of war. Desire has never been so dangerous...but, as a malevolent new power rises, Chelle and Gunnar face an
even more frightening threat. Together, they might find a way to save their clans. But can they claim their passion, in The Untamed
Vampire by Kate Baxter.
Viper's Defiant Mate Oct 02 2022 USA Today Bestseller! A hilarious action/adventure thriller that can be read as a standalone! Tina
St. Claire was finally happy with her life until her older sister, Riley, suddenly disappeared. Tina suspects Riley’s boss had something
to do with it, and sets out to get proof. Soon though, she inadvertently leads the danger back to her home, and the unexpected arrival of
an eerie stranger is more frightening than helpful, though he does eventually give her and Grandma Pearl a packet he claims is from
Riley. Prince Viper d’Rojah is not happy when he is sent on a special mission by his older brother Vox, King of the Sarafin catshifters. He has handled tougher assignments in his sleep and just wants to get back to finding the traitors trying to kill him and his
family! Soon though, events spiral out of control and it’s all Viper can do to keep Tina and her gun-toting grandmother alive. The
question is, how is he going to survive when the women discover his plans to kidnap them? Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith
presents a new action-packed story full of romance and mischief. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved
characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 188 (6x9) pages, 62,704 words
Finding Your Soul Mate Nov 22 2021 The author teaches the "how-to-do-it" manifestation technique outlined in this book so that you
can bring your own special someone into your life! The method is simple and effective--you can bring that incredible "equal" or clear
"mirror" of yourself into your physical reality in days, weeks, or a few months. You only need to know how to make it happen. Give
the greatest gift of all - the gift of love!
Her Alpha Mates Mar 15 2021 A Wolf A Princess A Dragon The curse that threatens to destroy them all. With his wife in grave
danger from an ancient curse upon his family, alpha wolf Deo Ambrosia must take drastic measures, and as a last resort he calls upon
the powerful dragon shifter Draco to help protect his headstrong mate. Cassandra obeys the demands of the wolf. Submits to the call of
the dragon. Gives her heart and soul to both. After exchanging the most sacred of vows, they are no longer one, but three. Will their
love be enough to break the curse? Though following the orders of two stern, dominant alpha shifters proves no easy task for
Cassandra and she frequently finds herself facing stern and shameful discipline from her mates, she is shocked by the intensity of the
pleasure when the two fearsome beasts both claim her at once. But will her penchant for reckless disobedience put the entire pack in
even greater peril? Publisher's Note: Her Alpha Mates is the second book in the Shifters' Call series. It includes spankings and sexual
scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
The Defiant One Jul 27 2019 "The bluest of blood, the boldest of hearts; the de Montforte brothers will take your breath away."
Blessed - or perhaps cursed - with a fiery temper, a strong will, and a blatant disregard for his brother's wishes, Lord Andrew de
Montforte's only desire is to be left alone. But after being caught in a compromising position with tempting Lady Celsiana Blake, the

brilliant and brooding scientist/inventor is forced into marriage in this fast-paced, jocular tale in which a supporting cast of beloved
pets, the warm and eccentric de Montforte brothers, and the Machiavellian influence of the mighty duke of Blackheath once again play
a role...
Defiant Jul 31 2022 Charged with a crime they didn’t commit, the MacKinnon brothers faced a death sentence until they agreed to
serve the British Crown in the colonies and take up arms against the French. Allied with the Indian tribes who lived beside them in the
wilderness, the Scottish Highland warriors forged a new breed of soldier… MacKinnon’s Rangers Major Connor MacKinnon despises
his commander, Lord William Wentworth, beyond all other men. Ordered to rescue Wentworth’s niece after the Shawnee take her
captive, he expects Lady Sarah Woodville to be every bit as contemptible as her uncle. Instead, he finds a brave and beautiful lass in
desperate peril. But the only way to free Sarah is for Connor to defeat the Shawnee warrior who kidnapped her—and claim her
himself. Torn by tragedy from her sheltered life in London, Lady Sarah is unprepared for the harshness of the frontier—or for the
attraction she feels toward Connor. When they reach civilization, however, it is she who must protect him. For if her uncle knew all
that Connor had done to save her, he would surely kill him. But the flames of passion, once kindled, are difficult to deny. As desire
transforms into love, Connor will have to defy an empire to keep Sarah at his side.
Scattered Oct 10 2020 In this breakthrough guide to understanding, treating, and healing Attention Deficit Disorder, Dr. Gabor Maté,
an adult with ADD and the father of three ADD children, shared the latest information on: · The external factors that trigger ADD ·
How to create an environment that promotes health and healing · Ritalin and other drugs · ADD adults …and much more Attention
Deficit Disorder (ADD) has quickly become a controversial topic in recent years. Whereas other books on the subject describe the
condition as inherited, Dr. Maté believes that our social and emotional environments play a key role in both the cause of and cure for
this condition. In Scattered, he describes the painful realities of ADD and its effect on children as well as on career and social paths in
adults. While acknowledging that genetics may indeed play a part in predisposing a person toward ADD, Dr. Maté moves beyond that
to focus on the things we can control: changes in environment, family dynamics, and parenting choices. He draws heavily on his own
experience with the disorder, as both an ADD sufferer and the parent of three diagnosed children. Providing a thorough overview of
ADD and its treatments, Scattered is essential and life-changing reading for the millions of ADD sufferers in North America today.
Queen Defiant Dec 12 2020 A riveting novel of Eleanor of Aquitaine's early adult years from the author of The Virgin Widow.
Orphaned at a young age, Eleanor, Duchess of Aquitaine, seeks a strong husband to keep her hold on the vast lands that have made her
the most powerful heiress in Europe. But her arranged marriage to Louis VII, King of France, is made disastrous by Louis's weakness
of will and fanatical devotion to the Church. Eleanor defies her husband by risking her life on an adventurous Crusade, and even
challenges the Pope himself. And in young, brilliant, mercurial Henry d'Anjou, she finds her soul mate-the one man who is audacious
enough to claim her for his own and make her Queen of England.

Greater New York Sep 08 2020
Tap Code Nov 30 2019 Never-before-told details of underground operations during the Vietnam War told through one airman's
inspiring story of true love, honor, and courage. Air Force pilot Captain Carlyle "Smitty" Harris was shot down over Vietnam on April
4, 1965, and taken to the infamous Hoa Lo prison--nicknamed the "Hanoi Hilton." For the next eight years, Smitty and hundreds of
other American POWs--including John McCain and George "Bud" Day--suffered torture, solitary confinement, and abuse. It was there
Smitty covertly taught the Tap Code--an old, long-unused World War II method of communication--to many POWs. In turn, they
taught others, and it quickly became a way for POWs to communicate without their captors' knowledge. It was a lifeline during their
internment--a way to boost morale, stay unified, and communicate the chain of command--as well as an asset in helping them prevail
over a brutal enemy. Back home, meanwhile, Harris's wife, Louise, raised their three children alone, unsure of her husband's fate. One
of the first POW wives of the Vietnam War, she became a role model for many wives, advocating for herself and her children in her
husband's absence. Told through both Smitty's and Louise's voices, Tap Code shares a riveting true story of ingenuity under pressure,
strength and dignity in the face of the enemy, the love of family, and the hope, faith, and resolve necessary to endure even the darkest
circumstances.
The Heart of the Cat Jul 07 2020 Prince Walkyr d'Rojah's mission is to find an ancient artifact known as the Heart of the Cat-a
powerful gem that holds the mythical power that connects his people. His only clues are an ancient scroll and the legends passed down
through generations. However, he isn't the only one searching for the Heart of the Cat. A secret sect determined to overthrow the royal
families of the Sarafin, the Curizan, and the Valdier wants the power contained in the gem for themselves. They are more than willing
to do whatever it takes to obtain it.Trescina Bukov's affinity with large cats has taken her all over the world. A frantic call from a local
rescue group compels her to fly to Wyoming in the western part of the United States. A new species of leopard was discovered near
death. Walkyr is shocked when the human female connects with his leopard-and recognizes what he is. Now, he must deal with the
assassins who have followed him, calm his leopard that wants to claim a crazy human, and try to find out why all the clues in his
search for the Heart of the Cat are pointing to a planet far from home. When two worlds collide, there are bound to be sparks. Can
Walkyr maintain control of his cat long enough to take care of business first, or will he be forced to let it loose to save the woman who
is hiding a life-threatening secret?
Ella and the Beast Nov 10 2020 New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction, Urban Fantasy, and
Paranormal Romance brings another action, adventure, and suspense-filled story to transport readers out of this world. Ella is the last
of a dying breed of humans that live hidden deep in the forests of Washington State. All of her life, she has heard horror stories about
the Others, the beasts that live beyond the safety of the mountains. In ancient times, humans and the Others lived together in peace, but
a great battle divided them and the shape-shifting species won the war. Ty Bearclaw, a grizzly shifter, is the curator at the Washington

State Animal Sanctuary, Research, and Observation Center (WSASROC). A call from a rancher about an unusual animal causing
havoc along the borders of the National Forest brings him to the Olympic Mountain National Park. Ty is furious when he discovers
that the rancher has placed a trap to capture the creature on government-protected property. His shock soon turns to horror and
confusion when he locates the wounded ‘animal.’ Ty finds more than he expects when a human, thought to be extinct, turns up in the
trap. What is even more confusing is his bear’s reaction to the female. When word escapes about his discovery, Ty must fight to
protect the unusual woman who is more than an oddity – she is his mate! Can Ty keep Ella alive and safe from a shifter obsessed with
adding her to his private collection? Not only that, can he protect her when his own government threatens to take her away from him?
More books in the More than Human series: Ella and the Beast: More than Human Book 1 Additional series: Cosmos’ Gateway Lords
of Kassis Magic, New Mexico Dragon Lords of Valdier Dragonlings of Valdier Sarafin Warriors Curizan Warrior Marastin Dow
Warriors Zion Warriors Project Gliese 581g Breaking Free Second Chance Spirit Pass Dust Fairy Tale Paranormal; action; adventure;
fantasy; romance, s.e. smith; se smith; paranormal series; shapeshifters; human extinction. http://sesmithfl.com
https://www.facebook.com/se.smith.5
Julia Defiant Apr 03 2020 Fans of Graceling and Six of Crows will thrill to the masterful world-building and fiercely flawed heroine
in this heart-pounding follow-up to Julia Vanishes, book two in the Witch’s Child trilogy. “Adventure, murder, romance, intrigue, and
betrayal with a 16-year-old heroine that is both fierce and flawed at the same time.” —Hypable.com Julia and a mismatched band of
revolutionaries, scholars, and thieves have crossed the world searching for a witch. But for all the miles traveled, they are no closer to
undoing the terrible spell that bound an ancient magic to the life of a small child. The evil, immortal Casimir wants that magic and
every moment they hunt for the witch, Ko Dan, Casimir’s assassins are hunting them. Julia can deal with danger. The thing that truly
scares her lies within. Her strange ability to vanish to a place just out of sight has grown: she can now disappear so completely that it’s
like stepping into another world. It’s a fiery, hellish world, filled with creatures who seem to recognize her—and count her as one of
their own. So . . . is Julia a girl with a monster lurking inside her? Or a monster wearing the disguise of a girl? If she can use her
monstrous power to save Theo, does it matter? In this riveting second book in the Witch’s Child trilogy, Catherine Egan goes deep
within the heart of a fierce, defiant girl trying to discover not just who but what she truly is. Praise for Julia Vanishes: “Egan’s debut
novel sparkles. A beautifully rendered world and exquisite sense of timing ensure a page-turning experience.” —Publishers Weekly,
starred review “Readers will find themselves immediately immersed in the narrative and invested in the fate of Julia, who is both
feisty and flawed.” —Booklist, starred review “Julia’s a wonderful, fully realized heroine. . . . For those readers waiting for the sequel
to Marie Lu’s The Rose Society, a well-realized page-turner in the same vein.” —Kirkus
The Twin Souls: Books 1 & 2 of the Eternity Series Mar 03 2020 A person can have many soul mates in a lifetime but, each person has
only one twin soul in each life. This belief taught to me by my grandmother is one that has always filled me with wonder. As a young

child, she often sat next to me in front of the fire blazing brightly in our tipi and spoke of the legend of the twin souls. The legend is as
old as creation itself. It is said that as the creator was making human beings he was surrounded by souls to place in them. The creator
decided to take a single soul and split it in half creating twin souls. He then took the two twin souls and touched them together as light
as a butterfly’s kiss. The twin souls were then separated and placed respectively into man and woman. The creator lightly touched
them together so that when they meet one day, they will recognize the other’s soul as their twin. This is because they have already met
at the beginning of creation and will immediately feel as if they have known each other forever. I am “Sumanitu taka kici mani wiya”
which means she who walks with the wolf and live with my elderly grandmother, Shetawahki, who is a revered elder and medicine
woman of the Lakota Sioux Nation and part of the Roaming Wolf Sioux Tribe.
Defiant Jan 25 2022 Rivals, enemies, lovers, Jenna and Drex are soon all three. She wants him, nearly as much as she resents him, so
how can they ever hope to build a future together? Jenna has good reason to despise all Rodytes, but that doesn't keep her from
longing for Drex, thinking of him night and day, and finding incredible pleasure every time they touch. Still, happily ever after is built
on trust, and Jenna will never trust a Rodyte. Drex is determined to prove to Jenna that he is different. He never expected to find a
mate, so he refuses to let her slip away. He will court her with ruthless patience, wear down her emotional defenses until she
understands that she is the most important person in the universe to him. But hostilities between humans and the battle born are rapidly
escalating and the couple keeps getting caught in the middle. Can they overcome their pasts and focus on the future or will the conflict
consume their love? Note to Readers: This book contains detailed descriptions of sizzling passion only suitable for mature readers.
From Cyndi: Battle Born is a fully integrated sci-fi series. Each romance is resolved within the given book, but many plot elements
continue on from story to story. For this reason, it's best to read the books in order. Enjoy!
Viper's Defiant Mate Sep 01 2022 Tina is investigating her sister Riley's disappearance when an alien man comes to invite Riley's
family to her wedding - only he doesn't quite know how to phrase the request and prefers to just kidnap them, thinking that would be
an easy thing to do.
Mated to the Alpha King Jan 13 2021 You're beautiful and kind and very smart. But best of all, you're mine. Do you remember the
stories your Grandma used to tell you every night about cursed beasts, village beauties, girls in red capes and wolves in disguises?
Well, maybe, just maybe... they actually do happen. Maybe, beasts do exist. They do. I would know. I am bound to one. Whom, you
may ask? Well, I am mated to the Alpha King. How? You will see. You will live through it with me. I am Theia Anderson. I am just
like any one of you, human, alive, and breathing. But unlike any one of you, I've stumbled upon a world that until yesterday... I
couldn't even fathom into existence. This is my story.
Accidentally Mated Sep 28 2019 Tristan Massey didn’t set out to become the alpha of Fraser Lake’s werewolf pack. All he wanted to
do was borrow a car. But he couldn’t ignore the dangerous direction his beloved pack was heading in. Jake Trenton, tiger shifter, has a

secret far more important than his unrequited love for his best friend. One that he will do anything to protect, even move thousands of
miles away from everything he’s ever loved. One night of passion ends with a mistake that ties them together for life and ends in
disaster. While Tristan struggles with the consequences of letting go of his rigid control, Jake must decide whether he can show, and
accept, his true nature.
Alien’s Forever Mate May 17 2021 STEAMY HOT ALIEN ROMANCE COLLECTION 4 Standalone Romance Short Stories With
No Cliffhanger Ternion of Intimacy When Lacey Stern is banished to a maximum security intergalactic prison, the lovers in her life,
Prince Korun and Blaen of Ubos, will have their loyalties tested. Who will they fight for…the crown or their happiness? Alien
Prince’s Son A lost princess or a lost cause? Melody Harp is taken by a handsome blue-skinned prince who claims she is the key to his
planet’s liberation. In the city that never sleeps, Melody Harp has found her boring life to be unfulfilling. Her career is relatively
normal, working for a successful graphic design company that only seems to pass the time. But she’s distracted. A reoccurring dream
of flashing lights and humming discs remains in the back of her mind until she finally encounters the source: an alien prince from a
distant planet. The blue-skinned prince named Tezod Moss appears to her suddenly during a night out and insists she is a princess of
the planet Efloe. Their connection is instantaneous and Melody falls for him immediately, the puzzle of her dream finally coming
together with a passionate kiss. But the planet is in disarray. The Eflorian people have only one hope—and that hope is her. Could she
really be the lost princess or has her dream seeped into her reality? Two Alien Lovers Polina Marsh has been stuck in a dead end job
as a Junior Ambassador for the Intergalactic Alliance for over a decade. She’s all but given up on adventure and excitement, when an
alien diplomat from an embargoed planet begs her for a secret rendezvous. She knows that she should say no, but Polina isn’t one to
turn down a mysterious meeting, especially one with a shockingly attractive alien ambassador and his rough around the edges pilot.
Things don’t go according to plan and Polina finds herself stranded with the two aliens on a distant, forgotten moon. As the true nature
of the mission is revealed, Polina finds herself torn between the diplomat and his pilot. Polina needs to follow her heart, which is hard
to do when the future of the galaxy could be at stake. Trinity Eliana Russet lives an ordinary life with an ordinary job and an ordinary
best friend. But her whole world is twisted upside down when she finds out that she’s pregnant…which is virtually impossible
considering she’s been celibate for the last six months. Zander Olgarian, an impossibly attractive man, reveals himself as the father of
her child and Eliana’s world comes crashing down. Not only is Zander her child’s father, but he is also an alien prince, sent down to
Earth to create his heir. Eliana has to fight through secret government groups trying to hunt her, loud-mouthed best friends, and hotheaded women on her quest to protect her child and figure out exactly what she’s gotten herself into. With every new turn, she doesn’t
know who to trust. She’s becoming lost in a world unknown to her and she’s struggling to keep a hold on her sanity. But she’s a
fighter, and she’ll be damned if she lets anyone hurt her baby.
Choosing Riley Dec 24 2021 Readers' Crown Finalist! A brash, kick-ass heroine with a hidden vulnerability and an arrogant king

forced to be a slave... Riley St. Claire has always followed her own rules. When she discovers her employer’s secret, she has to leave
town in a hurry or end up buried with the dead guy she found, but when Riley is picked up by a passing trader from another world, she
ends up a little farther away than she intended. After the King of Sarafin, Vox d’Rojah, was captured and sold to a mining operation,
the last thing he expected to find was his bride mate. Vox isn’t sure which would be easier: another war with the Valdier or holding on
to the human who will be his Queen. Fighting pirates, traders – and Riley – this will be one heck of an escape! Internationally
acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid
landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite!
Capturing Their Mate Sep 20 2021 Lexi Carmine has always hated the Cenzan invaders who she blames for the death of her father,
and when three of them are sent to capture her she vows she will never yield to the alien brutes. Khrelan is surprised by the order to
track down a seemingly random human female, but once Lexi is in custody he finds himself drawn to her. But are secrets being kept
from them both?
Scattered Minds May 05 2020 In this breakthrough guide to understanding, treating, and healing Attention Deficit Disorder, Dr. Gabor
Maté, an adult with ADD and the father of three ADD children, shares information on: · The external factors that trigger ADD · How
to create an environment that promotes health and healing · Ritalin and other drugs · ADD adults …and much more Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD) has remainded a controversial topic in recent years. Whereas other books on the subject describe the condition as
inherited, Dr. Maté believes that our social and emotional environments play a key role in both the cause of and cure for this condition.
In Scattered, he describes the painful realities of ADD and its effect on children as well as on career and social paths in adults. While
acknowledging that genetics may indeed play a part in predisposing a person toward ADD, Dr. Maté moves beyond that to focus on
the things we can control: changes in environment, family dynamics, and parenting choices. He draws heavily on his own experience
with the disorder, as both an ADD sufferer and the parent of three diagnosed children. Providing a thorough overview of ADD and its
treatments, Scattered Minds is essential and life-changing reading for the millions of ADD sufferers in North America today.
Merchant Vessels of the United States... Jun 17 2021
Cruising World Mar 27 2022
I AM ME Jun 29 2022 Every little Black girl deserves to know how amazing she truly is. In every beautiful brown hue, the magic
each little girls possess is beyond measure when they are encouraged, loved, and heralded as queens, princesses, lawyers, doctors, but
most of all, gorgeous human beings. I Am Me is the children's book of empowerment for every little black girl who sees beauty in
herself, her world, and her heart. Every little black girl can use I Am Me to visualize a world she daydreams about on sunny days and
bright nights. And after much daydreaming, she can make her dreams a reality. I Am Me is a book to build cultural confidence in all
young girls.

Encyclopedia of Lesbian Histories and Cultures Jun 05 2020 A rich heritage that needs to be documented Beginning in 1869, when
the study of homosexuality can be said to have begun with the establishment of sexology, this encyclopedia offers accounts of the
most important international developments in an area that now occupies a critical place in many fields of academic endeavours. It
covers a long history and a dynamic and ever changing present, while opening up the academic profession to new scholarship and new
ways of thinking. A groundbreaking new approach While gays and lesbians have shared many aspects of life, their histories and
cultures developed in profoundly different ways. To reflect this crucial fact, the encyclopedia has been prepared in two separate
volumes assuring that both histories receive full, unbiased attention and that a broad range of human experience is covered. Written for
and by a wide range of people Intended as a reference for students and scholars in all fields, as well as for the general public, the
encyclopedia is written in user-friendly language. At the same time it maintains a high level of scholarship that incorporates both
passion and objectivity. It is written by some of the most famous names in the field, as well as new scholars, whose research continues
to advance gender studies into the future.
The Earl's Defiant Wallflower Jun 25 2019 Enjoy another witty, emotional book in New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Erica Ridley’s fan-favorite Dukes of War regency romance series! Oliver York returns from war to find his father dead, his
finances in arrears, and himself the new Earl of Carlisle. If he doesn't marry an heiress—and fast!—he and his tenants are going to be
pitching tents down by the Thames. He definitely shouldn't be trading kisses with a penniless debutante... no matter how captivating
she is! Miss Grace Halton is in England just long enough to satisfy the terms of her dowry. But a marriage of convenience isn’t as easy
as she’d hoped. Back in America, her ailing mother needs medicine only Grace’s dowry can afford. Which means the dashing earl she
can't get out of her mind is the one man she can't let into her heart. Grab the first book in the series FREE: The Viscount's Tempting
Minx!
Demon's Wish Jan 01 2020 Finding love is hard-especially when you're a demon and your potential mate is your sacrifice... Sammy is
content with running his bookshop and leading a book club consisting solely of paranormal creatures. Despite the persistence of his
friends, he has resolved himself to a life without romance, since he doesn't think anybody could find him and his tendency to spill
useless knowledge whenever he gets nervous attractive. Dresalantion is a demon prince and slightly-make that majorly-annoyed when
somebody persistently tries to summon him. He finally decides to show up and put the fear of Dresalantion into his summoners but
finds himself rescuing their sacrifice instead. Sammy intrigues him from the get-go, and when Dre realizes that Sammy can get him
the manga he's been hunting for months-not to mention that he refuses a wish he offered him-the sexy demon decides to get to know
this fascinating man better. Much better.
The Texas Shifter's Mate & The Dragon's Hunt Aug 20 2021 Dark forces could drive them apart… THE TEXAS SHIFTER’S
MATE When shifter Zach Cantrell’s mermaid sister disappears, he turns to paranormal investigator Shayla Dover. Even for a mermaid

princess, she’s mesmerizingly gorgeous. Though Shayla tries to keep Zach at a distance, their attraction grows deeper as they find
themselves pitted in a race against time amid a sea of lies, betrayal and danger. THE DRAGON’S HUNT By day, Leo Stršm works in
a tattoo parlor. By night…well, he isn’t too sure what happens. He just knows that it’s best if he restrains himself. Rhea Carlisle can
read her clients’ souls in their tattoos, and she sees that there’s more to Leo than his brilliant blue eyes. Will their passion be Leo’s
salvation or the end of the world?
Cruising World Feb 23 2022
The Texas Shifter's Mate Oct 22 2021 Lost Mermaid. Werewolf Protector. When Zach Cantrell’s mermaid sister disappears, he goes
looking for answers. What he finds instead is Shayla Dover, a mermaid princess moonlighting as a paranormal investigator. Even for a
mermaid, she’s mesmerizingly gorgeous… Not that it should matter to Zach. His marriage has already been arranged. Shayla has her
own reasons to keep her distance from this sexy shifter. But, after an attack on Shayla’s life, their undeniable attraction quickly grows
into something much deeper. Soon they find themselves pitted in a race against time amid a sea of lies, betrayal and an enemy that
threatens them both…
Losses in Later Life Aug 27 2019 Achieve faith and understanding when dealing with the loss of a loved one or a major change in
your life! Losses in Later Life: A New Way Of Walking with God, Second Edition, focuses on seven major losses: loss of youth, loss
of family, loss of parents, loss of work, loss of spouse, loss of health, and loss of identity. This second edition has been reworked with
new research to include updated information about the loss of independence and several additional losses not discussed in the previous
edition. You will explore the path to becoming a spiritually mature person who has faith and is able to grieve, let go, and release what
is lost in order to live a mentally healthy and rewarding life. With this valuable book, you will explore the issues of losses in later life
from an approach that integrates psychology and spirituality to help you understand that loss is an inevitable and significant factor in
the lives of people over the age of 40. Discussing the dynamics of loss and grief and defining spiritual health, Losses in Later Life
examines the seven most common losses of the second half of your life from a positive perspective. Some of the areas you will read
about include: spiritual health and grief the process of grieving abnormal and unhealthy grief such as worshipping a deceased person
or other loss in a way that mimics the worship of a god marker events such as changing careers, the loss of dreams, and the loss of
youth feeling you have a limited amount of time left finding new meanings of “old” and learning to embrace the present spiritual and
psychological understanding for the loss of children to death or adulthood, the loss of parents, and the loss of a spouse Caregivers and
anyone interested in the psychology and spirituality of aging will find excellent help and suggestions from Losses in Later Life. This
book is a necessary tool for spiritually assisting your times of grief and confusion. With proven suggestions and advice, Losses in
Later Life serves to enlighten your path through the later years and enrich your soul.
The Defiant Heir Aug 08 2020 A political scion and her magically bound fire warlock undertake diplomacy and espionage to prevent a

war in the second book of a spellbinding fantasy trilogy from David Gemmell Award-nominated author Melissa Caruso. Across the
border, the Witch Lords of Vaskandar are preparing for war. But before an invasion can begin, the seventeen Witch Lords must
convene at a rare gathering to decide a course of action. Lady Amalia Cornaro knows this Conclave might be her only chance to
smother the growing flames of war, and she is prepared to make any sacrifice if it means saving Raverra from destruction. Amalia and
her bound fire warlock, Zaira, must go behind enemy lines, using every ounce of wit and cunning they have, to sway Vaskandar from
war. If they fail, it will all come down to swords and fire. Praise for Swords and Fire: "Charming, intelligent, fast-moving, beautifully
atmospheric, with a heroine and other characters whom I really liked as people. I couldn't put it down."?Genevieve Cogman, author of
The Invisible Library "Breathtaking... Worth every moment and every page, and should make anyone paying attention excited about
what Caruso will write next."?BookPage "A riveting read, with delicious intrigue, captivating characters, and a brilliant magic system.
I loved it from start to finish!"?Sarah Beth Durst, author of The Queen of Blood Swords and Fire The Tethered Mage The Defiant Heir
The Unbound Empire For more from Melissa Caruso, check out: Rooks and Ruin The Obsidian Tower
The Defiant Alpha Apr 27 2022 An unwanted alpha and omega long-presumed dead... fate has a way of righting old wrongs. Stolen
from his mother's arms and reported stillborn at birth, "Thirteen" has spent nearly twenty-one years in structured captivity with other
stolen omegas. His brothers. A few have disappeared over the years, but twelve remain. An even dozen omegas, each with a secret
superpower. Working together under the light of the full moon, their combined gifts help Thirteen escape-he's their only hope of
finding outside help to rescue them all. Except Thirteen is injured and nearly dies as he flees into the night. Collapsing on the side of a
desert highway with the sound of a rumbling motorcycle in his ears, Thirteen is sure all hope is lost. Until it's not... Found by his true
mate, Thirteen is saved-and mated-before the full moon begins to wane. Buckle in for a heart-filled adventure. Omegas are rescued,
babies are made, a pack finds its heart, and a birth family is reunited with the one miracle they never could've dared imagine possible.
The West Coast Wolves is an mpreg series about five alphas. A small pack of bikers who spent years riding the highways and helping
those in need until fate gave them each a pack to lead. The second in series, this 50k full-length novel is Lucian's story. Prepare
yourself for a few tissue moments, lots of laughter, and a birth scene you won't soon forget. But then again, this is a Susi Hawke book
so what else can you expect? Possible trigger for child abduction, betrayal from a medical provider, and off-page mention of stillbirth.
Ha'ven's Song Jul 19 2021 Emma Watson is a withdrawn and damaged human female, but once Ha ven, Crown Prince of the
Curizans, sees her, he can t imagine loving anyone else."
Viper's Defiant Mate Nov 03 2022 Prince Viper d'Rojah, a warrior from the Sarafin cat shifter species, is not happy when he is sent
on a special mission by his older brother Vox, King of the Sarafin. The mission is to deliver important documents to the human
authorities before kidnapping the sister and grandmother of Vox's mate, Riley. He has handled tougher assignments in his sleep and
just wants to get back to finding the traitors trying to kill him and his family! Tina St. Claire was finally happy with her life until her

big sister, Riley, suddenly disappeared. Even Grandma Pearl suspected that Riley's ex-employer was hiding something. Determined to
find Riley, Tina's research unwittingly leads the danger to her and Grandma Pearl. The unexpected arrival of a strange man causes
things to go from bad to worse when he gives her and Grandma Pearl a packet of material he claims is from Riley. Riley had warned
Viper that neither her sister nor Grandma Pearl would willingly come with him. Viper could care less whether the females wanted to
come or not, he had never failed a mission and wasn't about to start now. Viper soon discovers this mission has turned into the most
important one of his life when both he and his cat recognize that Tina is their mate. Now, he has to keep Tina and her gun toting
Grandmother alive. The question is, who is going to save him when both women discover his plans to kidnap them?
Literary Impressionism in Jean Rhys, Ford Madox Ford, Joseph Conrad, and Charlotte Brontë Jan 31 2020 This collection of
essays and reviews represents the most significant and comprehensive writing on Shakespeare's A Comedy of Errors. Miola's edited
work also features a comprehensive critical history, coupled with a full bibliography and photographs of major productions of the play
from around the world. In the collection, there are five previously unpublished essays. The topics covered in these new essays are
women in the play, the play's debt to contemporary theater, its critical and performance histories in Germany and Japan, the metrical
variety of the play, and the distinctly modern perspective on the play as containing dark and disturbing elements. To compliment these
new essays, the collection features significant scholarship and commentary on The Comedy of Errors that is published in obscure and
difficulty accessible journals, newspapers, and other sources. This collection brings together these essays for the first time.
Oracle Defiant May 29 2022 Danger and passion collide, but love was unexpected. My sister goes missing, and I bear the punishment
of everyone’s concern. I’m trapped on my family’s compound until I accept a mate. But I refuse to listen. I’ll never obey. Instead, I’ll
break rules, sneak out, and dance until sunrise. Being with my guards is an act of rebellion—and an act of submission. When dark
forces strike, my visions could mean the difference between life and death. If only I could control them. I’m Sparrow Solaris: the
Oracle who cannot See. Oracle Defiant is the first installment in the Spellbound Shifters: Fates & Visions series. It was previously
published in the Captivated anthology. If you love #whychoose romance, hot shapeshifters, and heroines who aren’t afraid to go for
what they want, you’ll love Oracle Defiant! Embrace your inner bad girl by grabbing your copy today! additional keywords:
shapeshifters, bear, wolf, werewolves, mountain lion, cougar, oracle, future, fortune-telling, prophecy, witch, magic, pack, forest,
reverse harem, whychoose romance
Defiant Queen Apr 15 2021
Mindstorms Oct 29 2019 In this revolutionary book, a renowned computer scientist explains the importance of teaching children the
basics of computing and how it can prepare them to succeed in the ever-evolving tech world. Computers have completely changed the
way we teach children. We have Mindstorms to thank for that. In this book, pioneering computer scientist Seymour Papert uses the
invention of LOGO, the first child-friendly programming language, to make the case for the value of teaching children with

computers. Papert argues that children are more than capable of mastering computers, and that teaching computational processes like
de-bugging in the classroom can change the way we learn everything else. He also shows that schools saturated with technology can
actually improve socialization and interaction among students and between students and teachers. Technology changes every day, but
the basic ways that computers can help us learn remain. For thousands of teachers and parents who have sought creative ways to help
children learn with computers, Mindstorms is their bible.
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